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What are the populations of child orphans?

While the world’s population has reached almost 7,000,000,000 people, the
population that has begun to bulge to crisis levels is the growing number of
orphaned children globally. Orphan children make up 2.33% of the worlds
population; a significant portion representing 163,000,000 children that make
up that percentile. Within the United States, 500,000-orphaned children
make up the population of a total of 311,000,000 people.1 Given these numbers, one may consider some fundamental questions: Why are there so many
orphaned children in the world, why are the numbers increasing, and what
type of physical/home environment might affect and improve their condition?
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This thesis contends that by re-conceptualizing
the spatial, programmatic, and sociopolitical forces
that form the basis of the orphanage typology, an
architectural framework can be constructed that can
instigate and facilitate new conditions of programmatic
overlap between the ‘urban cultural’ and the ‘private/
secure residential’; fundamentally altering the outdate
assumptions of the orphanage type in favor of a
contemporary response embeds the orphanage in the
city and the city in the orphanage.

contention

This thesis challenges the traditional notion of the orphanage
typology, a facility typically focused on protecting orphan youth,
which overtime became isolated and reclusive. To be more specific,
the historical model of orphanage was concerned primarily with
providing shelter, food, and safety for the orphan. Children were
‘provided’ for but developing a sense of identity and integration
with the community outside of the inward looking condition of
‘orphanage’ was not a primary concern. This thesis challenges the
way in which orphan youth were housed and the representation of
the orphanage to the community. By producing a combination of
domestic components and cultural components that mutually
provide the mechanism for engagement at multiple scales.
Orphanages were generally disregarded and not a primary concern
within society; the new orphanage will reframe and transform the
traditionally introverted typology to one that is extroverted with a
stronger and healthier presence to society and within the city; it
needs to be a typology that is inclusive and integrated in what it
provides for the orphan youth.
The new orphanage uses architecture as an instrument for social
integration as the building itself will create a setting in which this
takes place.
The orphanage acts as a microcosm of the city; it carries a symbolic
agenda much like a city does.
Mimicking the city, the orphanage too (theoretically speaking) is
made up (small scale) urban blocks, the street, the town square, the
piazza and the monument. Much like how people inhabit the city
and its institutions, the orphan youth occupy and populate the new
orphanage through the new cultural and residential venues
provided. Rather than the traditional orphanage that operated
solely as a shelter, food supplier, and security, the new orphanage
simulates a larger social environment of a town where people experience integration and social interaction.
This project addresses the singular insular focus of the orphanage
as a purely pragmatic facility by proposing a new program and requisite architectural typology that attempts to integrate some aspect
of the orphan community with the external public community; the
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idea is that architecture can remove this specific population of
orphaned youth from isolated or fortified like environment to one
that is openly engaging and interactive in the city architecturally,
socially, and politically; while creating architecture that facilitates
moments of social overlap between the environment and the user,
thus, allowing the children to have a greater understanding of them
selves in a larger social setting.
As the institution of ‘orphanage’ has been largely replaced by the
Foster Care system, this thesis will focus on the shift in values
between these two ideas and the resultant benefits and detractions
summarizing what we have learned from this change in approach.
Given contemporary society’s deeper appreciation for the issues
facing this particular community, this thesis proposes a new
alternative architectural typology to replace the culturally outdated
model of the orphanage.2 The new type will reframe the
intent and activity of the orphanage facility as one reliant
on fostering education, athletics, and art while
developing an integrated relationship with the urban
environment, the public, and the public space. The major
architectural question that will be investigated - How does
architecture play a role in transforming, healing, protecting, and
producing a healthy environment while an orphan is in transition
awaiting to be adopted, or in the Child Care System for a lengthy
period of time, or waiting to be reconnected with their biological
families? Architecture can play a vital role in reshaping the
preconceived notions of orphans place within society and can act
as an instrument that helps address the crisis of today’s excessive
population of orphans within the Child Care System.3 The
fundamental questions will center on what architecture’s role can
be at the communal, programmatic, and typological level.
The vehicle for this thesis is a Residential Educational
Facility (R.E.C. Orphanage) for orphaned youth. The idea
is, by fundamentally reconsidering the philosophy and agenda of
the traditional orphanage, one can produce a place that more
effectively addresses the questions of home, community, and
identity for the contemporary orphanage. By introducing a series
of ‘cultural’ venues within the orphanage, the orphan youth have
the opportunity to engage the public in specific controlled environments, thereby producing conditions of programmatic overlap and
cohabitation with the public. Specifically, the new orphanage will
be populated with new ‘cultural program’ moments including,
performance, athletic, exhibition, and educational spaces. The
R.E.C. Orphanage will provide protected and private domestic
environments for the children while also allowing for the existence
of the new cultural programs that can be opened to the public for
cultural activities sponsored by the orphan community.

This thesis asks the following questions:
a. What kinds of spaces does an orphanage need, today?
b. What kinds of spaces have orphanages traditionally provided?
c. What limitations did these spaces produce and this limited idea of orphanage produce?
d. What can be gained by proposing a series of new spaces to the outdated orphanage model?
e. What would these new spaces be?
f.
What would the benefit be of these culturally overlapped spaces?
g. How can these new cultural spaces embedded within or emerging from the orphan community
effect the orphan in a positive way? (Architecture can create an affective environment)
h. How does the architecture of the orphanage allow-instigate-promote the ability for the public to
integrate with the orphan community? Not just the program but THE SPACE
i.
What is the benefit of integrating the orphan community with the public realm?
j.
How can the architecture of the orphanage address the issue of the public cultural integration while
simultaneously providing the domestic sanctuary essential for the orphan’s development of a sense of
community and continuity? This may be the fundamental architectural challenge of the thesis. This
hybrid urban condition is the essential question for the thesis! Public and private – major portions of the
program will need to be kept private, how does architecture facilitate this without creating an isolated
environment, much like the current situation of the orphan in foster?
03

what is this
research about?
This thesis does not propose to solve or even address the
cultural, social, and economic problems that produce or
contribute to the orphan numbers. These are problems that architec-

ture may be challenged to address. This thesis does intend to study the relationship
between the environment of the orphan and the sense of identity that he or she is able
to develop. More specifically, this thesis intends to examine the notion that a facility
that provides a stable, consistent, home base…i.e. a community, is significantly more
productive, supportive, and healthy than the guaranteed uncertainty and instability of
the foster care system by constructing a facility that can be both a home, a community,
and an educational environment; important questions raise about architectures role in
facilitating activity, identity, and ‘integration’. It is this last point, ‘integration’ which
provides a point of departure for the architectural thesis.
This thesis will bring to light the traditional architectural typology of the orphanage
and how it existed and the contemporary evolution of the foster care system. This
thesis intends to produce an in-depth analysis of and commentary on the history and
evolution of the traditional type, understanding it’s cultural, religious, and functional
underpinnings. As the institution of ‘orphanage’ has been largely replaced by the
Foster Care system, I will focus on the shift in values between these two ideas and the
resultant benefits and detractions summarizing what we have learned from this change
in approach.
This project proposes a new interface between community and the new orphanage.
Propose a hybrid institution, which functions and provides simultaneously as a residence for orphaned youth, a school, and a civic cultural center for both the orphaned
youth the community. This thesis will look at the traditional model of the orphanage
and propose a redesign of this specific typology.
04

figure 1: typical orphanage d n ng hall

figure 2: Advertisment: Troy Free Press, February 25, 1910.
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why?
re[considering] the
orphanage.
The situation: The History + the State of
Affairs:

As many orphanages in the United States are extinct today,
one might ask, Why are we/should we reconsider a return to
the Orphanage type? Did orphanages work in the past? Can
they work again? The simple answer to this is – Yes; orphanages worked in the past and they can work again. Traditional orphanages provided stability, daily routine, home base,
work ethic, and personal self worth for many of the children
that resided within them. Though, not all orphanages were
perfect and some were greatly flawed, they provided a guaranteed home for these children that the child care system
and foster care have been unable to successful provide, rather, many of the children in the child care system are floating
in-between homes as the system works to find them a ‘temporary-permanent’ home. Many children become too old
as they are trapped in the system and transparently labeled
‘unadoptable’ as many prospective adoptive parents want to
adopt younger children, thus, leaving a large population of
older youth without any true sense of home and family.
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“Orphanages were imperfect solutions to dire problems, and to understand why
orphanages are returning, everyone must realize that today’s foster-care system
is abusing hordes of children by offering them childhoods devoid of stability and
permanence. It does this by routinely shuffling children from one placement to
the next. Children in foster care are commonly routed through a dozen or more
placements before they “graduate” from the system at age 18, with few life skills.
All the while, many foster-care children will not know where their siblings are
and will always feel that they are “second fiddle” to the biological children of the
4
foster parents.”
Traditionally, orphanages played a vital role in keeping many orphaned siblings
together where as, the foster care system cannot always provide such care, as
many orphans that enter the foster system have multiple siblings whom are also
made a ward of the state. Creating a new orphanage, one reliant on making a
more permanent home and stability for these children is crucial.
Orphanages have been criticized and labeled in society to have been cold, cruel,
and intolerable for many of its orphans; however, setting aside any preconceived
perceptions from the films such as, Oliver Twist, Little Orphan Annie, Peter Pan,
and Harry Potter, orphanages did more good for the orphans they provided for
than our current children care system; the child care system was created to reinstate the notion of family and home, but rather, the system reinforces the notion
of abandonment and abuse.

Proposals to reinstate ‘orphanages’ have increased for the United States Child
Care System, as the current Foster Care System has proven to be faulty and damaging to the children it’s meant to protect. Looking at Richard B. McKenzie’s
survey on orphan alumni whom was an orphan himself, one can see the positive
effect orphanages had on many of the alumni McKenzie interviewed.
“A common presumption among orphanage critics is that orphanages stifled the young children in their care in almost all
regards, behaviorally, emotionally, and intellectually. But how
have the orphanage alumni actually done in life? Surprisingly,
that question was left unanswered until I surveyed 1,600 middleaged and older alumni from nine homes in the South and Midwest several years ago.4 The surveyed alumni have done well on
virtually all counts.
The alumni have a 17-percent higher high school graduation rate
than their counterparts in the general population, and they have
a 39-percent higher college graduation rate. They also have 20
percent more master’s degrees, 250 percent more professional
degrees, and 17 percent more doctorates. And while they have a
higher divorce rate (44 percent versus 30 percent), they report
being far happier with far fewer emotional problems than other
Americans. Only a minor fraction of the orphans who reported
emotional problems later in life indicated that their problems
related to their orphanage experience.” 5

figure 3: Child migrants from Fairbridge, setting out for Australia, 1938.
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the new orphanage
typology must provide:
The new orphanage is intended to provide:
The R.E.C. Orphanage is reliant on fostering education, athletics, and art
while developing an integrated relationship with the urban environment, the
public, and the public space. The major question that will be investigated
- How does architecture play a role in transforming, healing, protecting, and
producing a healthy environment while an orphan is in transition awaiting to
be adopted, in the Child Care System for a lengthy period of time, or waiting to
be reconnected with their biological families?
The R.E.C. Orphanage provides a secure and supporting place for children
that need long-term childcare.
Architecture has always been a vehicle to enable social and cultural interactions. Architecture fosters multiple diversities of peoples to come together and
coexist. One could say that architecture is much like the metaphor ‘melting
pot’, which the United States is described as being culturally.
“The melting pot is a metaphor for a heterogeneous society becoming more homogeneous, the different elements “melting together” into a harmonious whole
with a common culture. It is particularly used to describe the assimilation of
immigrants to the United States; the melting-together metaphor was in use by
6
the 1780s.”
Architecture and environments are constantly in flux as they try to keep up with
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the changing times. Spaces have become more isolated and private, which is
they result of political, social, and economic segregation. Isolated spaces have
limited the possibilities for diverse interactions to take place within society.
These spaces become dead and unpopulated creating a lack for communal
opportunities.

The notion of home:

As the R.E.C. Orphanage will primarily function as ‘home’ to the orphan
youth, the orphanage must provide spaces needed for the specific age groups,
as they will all live together. The spaces must also allow and promote interaction amongst the younger and older orphan youth.
The orphanage must be understood and a home and a not a house, where the
foster care system failed to provide. The R.E.C. Orphanage is a home where
living takes place, where orphan youth can feel free to living rather than isolated and institutionalized.
As children require structure and stability in their early developmental years,
the R.E.C. Orphanage ensure sufficient amount of play time, individual time,
and collective time as so to practice their social skills.
‘Nest’: “This place should be something of a ‘nest; form which you take off and
to which you keep returning: a place to leave you things, to fall

what does the proposal for the
new orphanage provide?

A

residential educational center - orphan youth
microcosm of the city

integrate orphan youth + community

arc
spills

ectu
into

back on and to meet up again. A floor plan where everything
everything
f
y
else, like a spatial continuum, with no thresholds and therefore no territorial
rec usive divisions,
maybee well
l ck of a school where children find their own way around,
ca i nbe the ultimate consequence
armed with a personal laptop and educatio
mobile phones.“ 7 The ‘nest’ could also be viewed as home
base, where one ventures off into the world and know they can always return at the end of
the day. The notion of ‘nest’ is which many orphans are deprived of in the foster care system.
I propose to make a new type of facility for orphaned youth. As children are moved from
i
ti
their biological families they experience seclusion and isolation. The R.E.C. Orphanage will
provide opportunities for these
children to encounter and interact with one another,
whereas, in the foster care system, many of these orphans will never cross paths, as there is
no such systemic program that allows for all the children in foster care to interact together.

architecture:
integrated + inclusive

A

healthy + structured environment/home

The R.E.C. Orphanage will attempt to provide an environment one where the individual can
simultaneously understand a sense of home and of community, i.e. having a place where one can
identify their self with and at the same time be integrated into a broader context. By introducing
‘programs’ that act as the double occupied moments in the urban orphan facility, the orphan can
engage the public in a variety of programmatically overlapped conditions. [koolhaas – program
conflation ideas] By producing critical moments of engagement, specifically by combining the normal introverted orphanage condition [old fashioned idea of what an orphanage was] with new open
public - ‘public/cultural’ programs - the outside and the inside world join together by producing a
simultaneous awareness of the community at large (the city) and the community of the orphan facility.
Together, the landscape and architecture becomes an instance where a child attains their identity and
stability.
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What kinds of spaces does an orphanage need, today?
The proposed orphanage program is composed primarily of four parts:
1.) Residential 2.) Educational 3.) Cultural 4.) Communal

1.
Residential: As this orphanage will primarily operate as a home for various
age groups simultaneously, the spaces need to provide for those specific age groups,
while also providing spaces for the individual and the collective to congregate. The
proposed spaces for this updated orphanage for the ‘living spaces’ would provide:
bedrooms (minimum of 4 children per bedroom; 2 children per bedroom for the older
children.), bathrooms, living rooms, dining, playrooms, and outdoor gardens.
2.
Educational: The in-house school will provide education for its orphan youth
from the ages of 6-13 years of age, whereas the older children (14-18 years of age)
will attend public school. The school spaces will provide: classrooms, lecture hall,
playground, auditorium, offices, library, and art studios.
3.
Cultural: The cultural venues within the orphanage allow for the orphan youth
the opportunity to engage the public in specific and controlled environments. This
allows for programmatic overlap and cohabitation with the public and orphan youth.
The cultural venues include spaces for: performance, athletics, exhibition, and reception.
4.
Communal: This is a vital aspect to all three categories of program. It is essential that all 3 categories respond architecturally to the needs and desires for some
sense of communal space.

what does a traditional
home provide?

what does the foster
care system provide?
temporary

unwanted
neglected

unadoptable
abused
unadoptable

abused

neglected
one
night stay

temporary

temporary

over
crowded

shelter

many broken homes

family

no consistant family

food

basic necessities

play
childhood

childhood

What kinds of spaces have orphanages traditionally provided?

Orphanages have traditionally provided children in its care with shelter, bedrooms,
bathrooms, dining, living room, library, occasionally in-house schooling, outdoor
spaces, and gathering space (usually chapel or small auditorium). These spaces typically separated the orphan youth by age, gender, race, and class.

What limitations did these spaces produce and this limited
idea of orphanage produce?

The historical models of orphanages were limited due to the introverted internalized
world. As many of the orphanages were primarily and understandably so, focused on
the safety of its orphan youth, the orphanages became isolated and merely secluded
to society; though not all orphanages disregarded the integration and interaction of the
public. Like many urban schools, orphanages divided the outside world and in the
inside world producing a restricting or eliminating public engagement. Many orphan
youth never went outside the orphanage grounds without a supervisor, causing many
of the orphan youth to not understand the ordinary urban life as typical children their
age might.
-Lack of independence
-Limited social interaction
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?

X

education

lack of
education

identity

identity

what does a traditional
orphanage provide?

residential institution for orphan youth

large groups of children

what does the proposal for the
new orphanage provide?

residential educational center - orphan youth
microcosm of the city

integrate orphan youth + community

basic necessities

architecture:
isolated from society
reclusive

architecture:
integrated + inclusive

A
education

identity

healthy + structured environment/home
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Environment for young children:
I propose that a child could benefit greatly from an environment that promotes
the notion of ‘home’, while also producing moments of engagement with each
other, togetherness, community, and the exchange of knowledge and interests. I
contend that architecture can create an environment that fosters a sense of community while also creating an environment that gives children a sense of security, value, family, and being welcomed. A child’s environment should be calm,
non-violent, and active and or non-active when necessary. It should support the
notion of the ‘individual (I)’ and the ‘collective (we)’. An individual creates their
identity and what and how they relate to spaces and environments through their
experiences and interactions.
The R.E.C. Orphanage will concentrate in creating socializations between the
orphan youth, community, and the city while set within a larger social framework. The question that is then raised, how do you create the notion of ‘individual’ space within the ‘collective’ framework and vise versa? The relationship
between the dweller and environment becomes vital in which both must coexist
simultaneously.
“The relational qualities between the individual and his/her habitat are reciprocal, so that both the persona and the environment are active and modify each
8
other in turn.”
“The least we can expect of architecture is that it should help to keep that magnification of experience focused. If we are the prepare children for the environment they occupy and familiarize them with it, that environment has to be much
more than a space that looks good to the architect. The school has to most basically encompass and reflect the world in its wealth of aspects, mentalities and
potentials, but in such a shielded environment that it can be kept legible and
inclusive and guided by the teaching staff. Just this makes it a training ground
for society.” 9
The environment should not be prison like environment like a fortified city, but
rather open to the community creating a field-like condition while also keeping
security in mind.
Personal space – children need personal space to feel like they have their own
privacy and space that belongs to them.
The very environment they exist shapes a child’s perception of the world. The
orphanage served as a ‘nest’, where the child could meander their way through
their explorations and curiosities while having a place—a home to return to.
12
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Education – Space for Learning:
-Learning is fostered.
-The Learning space is not an isolated laboratory, but rather, allows
for openness and overlaps where interaction between program/spaces/
people is stimulated.
-Schools become a catalyst for the exchange of knowledge and interest
while also providing the notion of community or togetherness.

missed
breakfast miss my
family

wake up
lonely

cried

Residential Education:

Typically defined as a pre-college education provided in an environment where students both live and learn outside of their family homes.
Varied forms of residential education have been in existence in the
United States since before the nation’s founding. Some typical forms of
residential education include boarding schools, preparatory schools,
orphanages, children and youth villages, residential academies, military schools and, most recently, residential charter schools.11
NEST: “This place should be something of a ‘nest; form which you take off and
to which you keep returning: a place to leave you things, to fall back on and to
meet up again.  A floor plan where everything spills into everything else, like
a spatial continuum, with no thresholds and therefore no territorial divisions,
maybe well be the ultimate consequence of a school where children find their
own way around, armed with a personal laptop and mobile phones. “ The ‘nest’
could also be viewed as home base, where one ventures off into the world and
know they can always return at the end of the day. The notion of ‘nest’ is which
many orphans are deprived of in the foster care system. 12
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foster care

neglected

stand out
from other
children

teased

The idea is that the R.E.C. Orphanage will help orphans on how to
transition from Foster Care/Orphanage to society.
“If architecture holds serious significance anywhere by providing the
conditions that invite a richer world of experience, it is here where
the riches of the learning environment are so dependent on the space
they occupy. At the end of the day, education, besides being about
reading, writing and arithmetic, is about exploring the world. It is not
just obtaining insight that is important but, increasingly, accumulating
interest and love for the riches our world has to offer. This happens
in interactive situations that could be stimulated more by the physical
environment than designers are prepared to concede.” 10
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where is a child’s
identity within
society?
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Identity: The Child

development of a child
have grown up with their families and in stable homes. These special populations of
children have a hard time identifying with other children their own age creating a great
notion of ‘invisibility’. As children are moved from their biological families they experience seclusion and isolation. The R.E.C. Orphanage will provide opportunities
for these children to encounter and interact with one another, whereas, in the foster
care system, many of these orphans will never cross paths, as there is no such systemic
program that allows for all the children in foster care to interact together.

From birth, every child constructs a unique personal and social identity that is
shaped by the environment, people, values, and circumstances they are surrounded by. Children’s identity is formulated during their early developmental
years; thus, it is crucial to instill a healthy framework from a young age. Traditionally, children learn how to formulate their identity from their parents, at
home, communities, and the school they are engaged with. Children learn before they begin school of their role and status at home and with their families.
The identities of children continue to change and grow with each experience,
new settings, relationships, activities, and responsibilities.

Identity: The Role of Architecture

As this ordinary population of orphan youth has been neglected with such care
and stable environment, their identity becomes unclear and questionable to
them. These orphan youth begin to question who they, where do they belong,
and how will they make their way through life. If negative and ambivalent feelings arise about who they are and where their place is within society, their identity and feelings of the world have been embedded at this young age as to damage the very individual they will become as an adult. The R.E.C. Orphanage
acts a substitutive family and helps formulate the tools necessary these children
need to have a healthy feeling of self-worth and emotional wellbeing.
An orphan has a greater sense of ‘invisibility’ compared to other children whom

-Architectures role can shape an environment
-Spatial sequence
-Idea architecturally
-Material
-Space
-Accessible
-Identity within city as a cultural institution as opposed to an inward looking institutions
-Campus, village, city,
17

defining the
orphanage and the
foster care system.
It has become necessary for the purpose of this thesis to redefine the definition of ‘orphanage’ as it pertains to contemporary
needs and the new proposal of the orphanage type.

Defining the Residential Educational Center for Orphaned Youth - R.E.C Orphanage
The new definition of ‘orphanage’ (R.E.C. Orphanage) for purpose of this thesis is:  
An orphanage is a Residential Educational Center for orphan youth. The R.E.C. Orphanage is intended to care for children
from the time of their admission until they have either been adopted, returned to their biological families, or have emancipated from
the child care system at the age of 18 years of age with a high school diploma. The R.E.C. Orphanage provides a substitutive family
and functions as a home, a school, and a cultural center to orphan youth from 6-18 years of age. This new orphanage provides a
stable, healthy, and healing environment.
19

what is an orphan?
What is an child orphan?

An orphan is a child whom has permanently been taken away or abandoned by his/her
parents, or a child who has lost both parents.
In the United States, the term orphan refers to a minor bereft through ‘death or disappearance of, abandonment or desertion by, or separation or loss from, both parents’. The
United Nations Children’s Fund along with other groups, label any child an orphan if that
13
child has lost one parent to the above conditions.
In the United States, children placed in the Child Care System and made a ward of the
state are typically labeled orphan because of the abandonment, abuse, death, neglect,
or desertion of their parents; sometimes a child is still labeled and orphan even if both
parents or one parent is still living.
20
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How does a child become an orphan?

What are the types of child care facilities for orphans?

A child typically becomes an orphan from the death of their parents, economy,
war, drugs/alcohol abuse/prostitution, disease, crime, abandonment, and unwanted childbirths.

Child Care facilities for orphaned youth were typically made up of the following:
-Religious Institutions
-Hospitals
-Almshouse
-Communal Institutions
-Halfway House
-Group Homes
-Orphanages
-Orphan Asylums
-Foster Care

21

evolution of the
traditional typeorphanage:
What is an orphanage?
An orphanage is a residential institution devoted to the care of orphan children
– orphans whose parents is deceased or otherwise unable or unwilling to care or
provide for them. If a child becomes a ward of the state, foster care and orphanages
are one way of providing care and housing for these children.
In some places, orphanages are slowly being phased out in many countries in favor
of foster care which is considered to a family oriented program or adoption. A small
number of orphanages still exist around the world and are largely privately funded.
Other types of residential institutions for children are group homes, children’s home,
rehabilitation center or youth treatment center.

Historical Orphanage:
American orphanages were adopted after the European model to house orphaned
children.
Around the 1800s, childcare facilities (also known as orphanages) were established
by private religious and charitable organizations. Large numbers of orphanages existed within the first half of the 19th century largely in part to the outpouring support of the religious communities, community support, and generous donations.
Orphanages were relatively popular until the end of the 20th century, when there
was a shift towards ‘family oriented’ homes or ‘family preservation’ in which orphans were place in the Foster Care System and adoption replaced the typology of
the orphanage. Orphanages were generally large facilities that provided homes for
populations anywhere from 100 to 500 children. Traditional orphanages provided
a home base (shelter), food, safety, stability, daily routine, work ethic, and personal
self worth for many of the children the orphanages cared for. During the early
22

19th century, orphanages instilled work ethic and education as primary discourses
taught. The orphan youth were often sent to farms or stayed within the orphanage
and taught trades as so to teach them how make a living when they transition to
independence.
Very few options of childcare facilities were available for orphaned children. The
majority of the children placed in orphanages were not generally considered ‘full
orphans’ but rather ‘half orphan’, as many of these children came from broken
families, low-income, death of one parent, and or neglect or abuse. The term ‘full
orphans’ traditionally refers to children whom have either lost both parents, a result of war crimes, epidemics, or social dislocation. The rapid growth of orphans
and orphanages became known as the ‘Orphanage Boom’. The term orphan has
transformed over time, and now refers to an orphan as a child whom has permanently been taken away or abandoned by his/her parents, or a child who has lost
both parents.
Today, in most parts of the world orphanages are very common and necessary for
the growing number of world orphans. However, in the United States, orphanages
have almost been completely phased out since the 1960s due to the rise of the antiinstitutional care. Foster care and adoption became the favorable option in place
of the orphanage, although, many are questioning the success of the current foster
care system and are leaning towards a return to the orphanage.
One of the oldest and currently existing orphanages in the United States, Bethesda
Orphanage renamed Bethesda Academy – A home & School for Boys, founded by
George Whitefield in 1740 in Savannah, Georgia. The Academy still to this day
14
serves boys from 6 to 14 years of age, with schooling and housing.

what does a traditional
orphanage provide?

residential institution for orphan youth

large groups of children

basic necessities

architecture
isolated from society
reclusive

Traditional Orphanage Buildings:
Traditionally, orphan youth were separated by age, gender, and race.
They slept, ate, and played together divided along those guidelines.
Shared living, sleeping, bathing, dining, and play spaces, helped children
to create a substitute family within the orphanage. Children use space
to develop their own place and culture. Sociologists call this ‘children’s
own culture’. Children naturally construct their own cultural spaces for
themselves within settings in which adults typically control.
Building design can change the character and the way a destitute child
interacts or reacts in a positive or negative manner.
Traditional orphanages were generally small-scale buildings – domestic
ideals, were said to have better encouraged self-sufficiency amongst the
orphan youth, as the scale and spatial organization were more tangible.
The small-scale buildings typically adopted the dormitory organizational
system to house more orphans. The downside to the small-scale buildings was the tendency of overcrowding causing the orphanages to turn
children away.
When any visitors came to visit the orphan youth, they stayed within the
public realm of the orphanage. The first and second floors were typically
mixed with public and private spaces, whereas the upper floors remained
private and restricted to visitors.

education

identity

Types of Child Care:
-Religious
-Hospitals
-Almshouse
-Communal Institutions
-Halfway House
-Orphanages
-Orphan Asylums

Typical daily routine:

-Rise at 6 am
-Breakfast and private prayer until
7 am
-School from 8 am – 12 pm
-Communal lunch at 12 pm
-School from 1-4 pm
-Playtime from 4-5 pm
-Supper from 5-6 pm
-Chores from 6-7 pm
-Playtime from 7-8 pm
-Bedtime by 9 pm

Major Developments in the United States
Foster Care and Orphanages
-1729 – The 1st American Orphanage House founded by
Ursuline Sisters in New Orleans
-1740 – The 2nd American Orphanage founded, Bethesda
Orphanage founded by George Whitefield
-1760 – 1st Industrial Revolution
-1775 – American Revolutionary War
-1790 – 1st Public Orphanage in Founded in Charleston,
South Carolina
-1800 – 7 American Orphanages existed
-1850 – 27 orphanages in New York State
-1850 – 30,000 children were homeless in New York City –
Start of the Orphan Trains, Charles Lorning Brace
-1853 – Founder of New York Children’s Aid Society Charles Loring Brace. Brace started the ‘free foster home’
in New York State
-1860 – 2nd Industrial Revolution
-1861 – American Civil War
-1875 – 1st State Laws restricting child labor
-1880 – 74,000 American Orphans
-1900 – The Foster Care System started to take shape with
government involvement.
-1909 – 100,000 children in America orphanages
-1909 – The 1st National conference on the care of dependent children. President Theodore Roosevelt
-1914 – WWI
-1919 – Foster Homes started weed out orphanages
-1923 – Orphanage population peaked recording 143,000
children in orphanages.
-1929 – The Great Depression
-1935 – Social Security Act. Aid for dependent children.
-1939 – WWII
-1950 – Korean War
-1959 – Vietnam War
-1959 – UN Assembly adopted Declaration of the Rights
of the Child
-1962 – Aid to Families with Dependent Children Program
created
-1970 – Most American Orphanages closed down
-1970 – Adoptions reached their century-long statistical
peak at approximately 170,000 per year
-1980 – The Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act
passed
-1990 – Persian Golf War
-2000 – Child Citizenship Act passed. Allowed foreignborn adoptees to become automatic American citizens
when they entered the United States.
-2003 – Iraqi War
-2009 – Estimated 423,773 American orphans in Foster
Care

Mealtime – the dining room space charged with symbolic communal
meaning.
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figure 4: American Historic Buildings Survey.
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what is the
foster care system?
Foster Care

The Foster Care System is a system that temporarily places a minor who has been
made a ward of the state in a private home (‘foster home’) of a state certified caregiver – ‘foster parent’. The government supports the Foster Care system, and the
childcare agency and caseworker working under the Child Care System provide a
safe home when a child has been neglected, abused, abandoned, and or made an
orphan due to the death of both parents.
Foster Care is intended to be a temporary solution until a permanent placement the
child can be made.

Reasons why children are in foster homes?
-Parental Neglect
-Abuse
-Exploitation
-CPS (Child Protective Service) too the children away
-Parents/Guardians deceased
-Natural disaster displaced children
-War
-Drug/Alcohol abuse

What are the goals of the Foster Care System?

The goal of the Foster Care System is the reunification of the child that has been
placed in the system and their biological parent(s). The child is only reunited with
their biological parent(s) if the court system has deemed it safe to do some and in
the best interest for the child.
28

Adoption is another goal the Foster Care System sets out if a child cannot be reunited
with their biological parent(s) or families. Adoption is only set into notion if the
parental rights have been revoked and a suitable family has been found or adopted
family seeks the child.

What are the statistics of children placed in the Foster Care
System?
As of September 30, 2009, there were an estimated 423,773 children in foster care
in the United States. During the fiscal year of 2009, 255,418 children entered into
the foster care system, while a 276,266 children exited the foster care system. 15

What is the general length of stay for orphans in Foster
Care?
According to the Adoption and Foster Care Analysis Report System for the fiscal year
16
in 2000 the length of stay for child in foster care is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

4 percent in care less than 1 month
31 percent in care between 1 month to 1 year
20 percent in care between 1 to 2 years
28 percent in care between 2 to 4 years
17 percent in care for 5 years or more

what does the foster
care system provide?
y

w

y

y

y

v

many broken homes

no consistant family

basic necessities

?

childhood

X

lack of
education

identity

Will or can orphanage typology return?

“The question of whether or not some modern-day form of private orphanage will return, debated furiously for a short time in late 1994, is no
17
longer relevant. Private homes for children are coming back.”
Consider the following developments:
•
SOS Children’s Villages, which has homes in 129 countries, has established “villages” in Florida and Ohio, and it has plans to create
two-dozen homes across the country.
•
The Hershey School is in the process of expanding from caring for 1,100 children to 1,500 children.
•
San Diego County opened in 2001 an “academy” for 250 high school age children who are in the county’s foster-care system, who
have been through at least seven placements, and who have no hope of being reunited with their families.
•
Businessman Donald Whitney, founder of Corporate Sports Unlimited, has purchased more than 900 acres outside of Atlanta on
which he plans to develop the World’s Children Center, which will care for 500 children who have been orphaned or whose parents’ rights
have been terminated.
•
Mary Jo Copeland, founder of Sharing and Caring Hands in Minneapolis, a homeless shelter, is working with the support of Target
Stores to develop an “orphanage” for 200 children who would otherwise spend their childhoods cycling in and out of homeless shelters.
•
Father Leo Armbrust, with the support of renowned golfers like Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer, is developing Renaissance Village,
which will use a world-class golf club to help privately fund a variety of children’s care facilities and educational programs in Southeast
Florida.
“Orphanages have worked reasonably well for many children. Too many disadvantaged children today have to endure substandard treatment,
if not outright abuse, in the nation’s public child welfare system. Children in foster care will never have the sense of “permanence” that I and
many other orphanage alumni had. For many of today’s disadvantaged children—the ones who have never known the type of loving and re18
sponsible parents that Senator Clinton had—orphanages will be a substantial improvement over the current child-care system.”
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what is missing?
30

“What is missing are healthy, structured, affordable settings in which
young people can live for periods
longer than a few months and can
begin to believe that they ‘belong’
and matter to a community...what is
important is that the settings allow
the children in their care to develop
for long stretches of time away from
their otherwise corrosive neighborhoods and dysfunctional families.”
19

31

The lives of hundreds of thousands of children are at stake.
The Foster Care System has proven to be unable to provide
environmental stability and continuity.
“More than half a million children are in the care of
government-run system...it often harms the very child whom
it was designed to protect.”
20

“One of every 10 Children--more than 600,000 of all current
foster care chidren--can expect foster care to be , in effect,
permanent care, however, given that they will spend more
than 7 years in the system. 23% of foster care children will
have 2 placements, an additional 20% will experience 3 to
5 placements, and 7% will have more than 7 placements,
which means that more than 1/4 of the chidren who enter the
foster care system can expect to be shifted among more than
3 foster parents(and they can expect to experience dozens
of placements).”
20

32

1of every 10 children (600,000 of all current foster care children)
spends on average of

7 years in foster care

breakdown:

23 %
20 %
7%

= 2 placements
= 3 to 5 placements

of foster care children

= 7 placements

1/4 of every child who enters the foster care system
can expect to be shifted to at least 3 foster homes.
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where is the home
in foster care?
Present Situation
As statistics have show, orphans in the Foster Care System can expect to
be shuffled from home to home as many as 12 times during their time in
the child care system. It’s no wonder historians, social workers, and child
care professionals have begun to reflect and reconsider previous child
care institutions and models when children were the focus of public attention such as orphanages.
“The most notable was the progressive Era, when reformers emphasized the importance of protecting children’s health through adequate
medicine, hygiene, nutrition, and labor laws. They discovered the need
for fresh air and play and learned to distinguish among feebleminded,
healthy and delinquent dependent children. As a result, the Progressive
Era saw multiple innovations on behalf of children, including the kindergarten and the playground, the industrial school and the gym. The focus
on children stemmed from different ideological and practical reasons, but
reformers agreed that because children were the future of the nation, the
21
United States should invest in their wellbeing.”

Home?

Children are put into the Foster Care system if they are deemed to be
in a dangerous environment, neglected, abandoned, abused, parental
rights revoked, deceased parents, or a minor that has been made a
ward of the state. These children become orphaned youth as determined by the state, and are put up for adoption or put into foster
homes if an adoptive family cannot be found, thus, making the foster
care system a permanent solution for these orphaned youth. The Foster Care System was created to be a temporary solution for placing
orphans in ‘foster homes’ that were otherwise ‘floating’ in-between alternative institutions such as- orphanages, group homes, juvenile hall,
and or homeless. The Foster Care system is responsible for placing
these children into a suitable family/home, however, the foster care
system has become a permanent ‘temporary’ solution for an orphaned
child which often does more damage to the very child it was created to
protect. Orphaned youth experience the loss of dozens of important
people in their lives as they are moved throughout the foster care system from home to home, which reinforces the child’s constant state of
displacement, abandonment and fractured identity of ones self.
The child welfare system must reconsider the foster care system and
acknowledge why the typology of the orphanage succeed for a simple
reason: it has failed to create significant improvements in a system
that has proven unable to provide the necessary accommodations an
orphan requires – stability of place, security, permanence, structure,
education, identity, and family. As the child welfare system is in great
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temporary
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abused
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temporary

over
crowded

many broken homes
danger of collapsing and monumentally getting worse, more children are
entering the system while far few are exiting. “One of every 10 children—
more than 60,000 of all current foster care children—can expect foster
care to be, in effect, permanent care, however, given that they will spend
more than 7 years in the system. For too many children, foster care will
also be unstable care, especially because siblings are often sent to different foster homes. Moreover, 23% of foster care children will have two
placements, an additional 20% will experience three to five placements,
and 7% will have more than seven placements, which means that more
than one fourth of the children who enter the foster care system can expect
to be shifted among more than three foster parents (and many can expect
to experience dozens of placements).”20
Architecture – spaces and environment that foster…for children who have
suffered from abandonment, neglect, abuse, and are currently in the foster
care system.
22

“Where will all the children who need protection be placed?”
Today, orphan children are be placed in one of the following:
Kin Placement, Orphanage/Group Home, Foster Care, or Adopted.
“Who will adopt these children? Who can meet their needs? They are permanent marches in the plastic bad brigade. They are disadvantaged almost as much by the deprivation of their homes as by the circumstances
that led to their removal. They lose their bedrooms, their school, their
23
neighborhood, friends, and often their siblings.”

Architectural Spaces:
What kind of architectural space do children need
in order to inhabit this building in the best way?
Architecture can affect how people interact/react. This is done through the
social ordering of ‘space’.
Children need architecture that promotes and encourages sociability much
like adults need spaces to allow interaction and engagement.
It is flexible and transformable and able to transition in an environment
that is in constant state of flux.
Operates at three levels: residential, educational, and communal.
Architecture can affect how people interact/react. This is done through the
social ordering of ‘space’.
Built environment encourages or discourages social interaction amongst
people. i.e. piazzas
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new type:
program proposal
what does the proposal for the
new orphanage provide?

residential educational center - orphan youth
microcosm of the city

integrate orphan youth + community

architecture
integrated + inclusive

A

healthy + structured environment/home
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PROGRAM

AGE GROUP GENDER

PRIVATE
AGE GROUP
| PUBLIC
GE

7-14

ORPHANS
7-14

15-18

BOYS

GIRLS

18
CITY

Dormitory
Dining
Bathing
Gymnasium
Classrooms
Public School
Lecture Hall
Auditorium
Theater
Gallery/Exhibition
Library
Health Center
Park
Playground

Dormitory | Dining | Bathing

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

Seperated by gender Dormitory | Bathing
Bathing | Gymnasium | Health Center

PUBLIC
orphans

PRIVATE

city

Classrooms | Offices | Library | Playground | Auditorium

Theater | Gallery/Exhibition | Library | Park

*PROGRAM IS DIVIDED ACCORDING TO AGE, GENDER,
*P OGRAM
UBL C AND
IS PR
V VATE.
DED

What and who is this new orphanage designed for?
The Residential Educational Centre – for Orphaned Youth is designed for ‘school
IC Foster
PR VATECare System ‘floating’
U Laround
C
P from
VATE home to
age’ orphans who are UB
in the
rp
home while awaiting to be adopted, reunited with their biological families, or children whom have become lost within a ‘temporary’ program. This orphanage operates as a home base, educational facility, and cultural center for orphaned youth
between the ages of 6 years of age and 18 years (school age children).

The project uses the introduction of major active program elements to engage the
orphan in productive communal activities which benefit by building the sense of
community, relationship, home-base, permanence, etc. that the Foster Care system
has proven unable to provide, i.e. the moving from family to family provided literal
sustenance but due to the reality, the lack of environmental stability fails to develop
in the orphan, a sense of family, home, or ultimately, identity!

The orphanage provides the education, stability, and vital tools for children once
aging out of the Child Care System…how to hold steady jobs…etc.

The facility operates as a home to orphaned youth of various age groups, which
must respond the specific needs of each age group. The facility must contain spaces
for both the ‘individual’ dweller as well as the ‘collective’ dweller to occupy while
also creating moments of overlap for interaction between the older and younger
children. The overlaps of group actives would take place in the communal spaces
within the design—library, dining, exhibition, education and leisure time. Traditionally, programs and organization of spaces within orphanages were separated
programs based upon gender, while I am proposing to do the same when those
moments are required.
The scale of the new type will concentrate on the notion of home, neighborhood,
and city.

Education is important because…give stats of how many orphans are homeless, in
jail, do not graduate from high school…
By reconsidering the orphanage typology, the issue of understanding what constitutes the home and how do you make this particular program home without the
institutional like environment.
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i
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k
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i
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field. A democratic spirit and the making of place that ‘fosters’ and the
simultaneous act of ‘individual identity’ and being ‘one within a community’ are intended byproducts of the new type.
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-move
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Health Center
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Off ces
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Dormitory
Dining
Bath ng
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=

Classrooms
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Offices
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Health Center
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Health Center
Din ng
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Bathing
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Offices
Theater
Aud torium
Library
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Gallery/Exhibition
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Gymnasium
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Park

siblings

locker rooms

Playground

Offices

boys

secur ty
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Lecture Hall

storage

Park

media
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boys

girls

Offices
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girls

Administration
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boys
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Lecture Hall

Bathing

Park

girls

Health Center
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Gallery

Theatre

Park
media

Residential Educational Cultural Center for
Orphaned Youth Promotes:
-Togetherness
-Collectivity
-‘Meeting’ place for orphans and community
-Exchange of knowledge and interests
-Community
-Home
-Identity, in terms of place in the world.
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residence/housing

A major portion of the facility will accommodate housing for the children. The
housing acts much like traditional dormitories creating a residential community,
but with a greater focus of the ‘home’ in mind. As these children have been moved
from home to home in the Foster Care System and or other substitutive care, it is
vital to create a home like atmosphere that is centered on ‘family’. The living area
accommodates outdoor garden, kitchen, bedroom, bathing, living room, and larger
communal residential spaces such as library, study, or lounge. Each unit provides a
live-in supervisor whom acts like an adolescent figure for the children. Housing for
the orphaned youth is strictly limited access, which only supervisors and security
have access.

security

Health Center

kitchen

seating

Offices
food court
lockers

Dining

Lecture Hall

Classrooms

Exhibition

Playground

Park
desks

school/education

The ‘in-house’ school designed specifically for the children of the facility, is for
middle school aged children to receive education more applicable and sensitive to
their needs and educational levels. As many of these children have been traumatized and emotional and psychological damaged, it is important to create an educational facility focused around their specific needs. In house schooling, will allow
for this special population of children to have their specific educational needs met
while also minimizing the notion of ‘invisibility’ where they might feel this stronger
in public schooling, as it is presumed by other school children, all children live
with their mother, father, and siblings. Orphan youth typically stand out more to
other children, the in-house school is provided to better eliminate any more displacement issues that may arise in public schools.
The school takes place both indoors and outdoors; it’s just as important for education to take place outdoors, where that is much of where a child learns about their
environment and their role in a larger setting.
-Learning is fostered.
The school becomes a catalyst for the exchange of knowledge and interest.

dining

The dining hall is where all of the children and staff come together three times a day
to share a family style ritual – the meal. This space provides the family orientated
activity within the facility, bringing everyone together which most of the children
went without being an orphan. The idea of the dining hall, it is the ‘home’ so to
stay, because that it is required that everyone attends this ritual, which gives these
children a sense of ‘home’ and ‘family’ within their private community. Large
tables are provided to allow groups of children to sit together and eat. During holidays and special celebrations all of the tables are put together to allow a singular
unified family table for all of the children and staff.
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security

Offices
storage

Offices

Art/Exhibtion/Gallery

Gallery

lockers

Auditorium

Library

Exhibition

Theatre

Park

Park

media

theatre + art gallery

The theatre and art gallery are to act as an extension of the city and allow for the
integration of the community and the orphaned youth to engage and come together. The theatre is designated for cultural use which joins the community and
the children where the youth can put on performances for visitors, relatives, or
to be a gathering space for the collective to come together and exchange artistic
ideas. The context is characterized by the presences of the Manhattan school of
Music and the Riverside Church, which both promote the notion of performance
and engagement. This also is a communal program in which the children can come
together during important celebrations and activities. The art gallery acts as a museum where the children can display their artworks, or the gallery can be used to
circulate the cities artist for the children to learn from. The art gallery provides
exhibition space, studios, and a multipurpose room. Both the Theatre and the Art
Gallery act as an interior public space that is populated all throughout the day, and
not strictly during school hours.
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Lecture Hall

media
desks

library + youth center

The library is to act as an extension from the major component of the school. The
library serves as a study space for the children, and for tutoring or mentoring programs to take place. This space can be for both the collective and the individual
where knowledge is shared and learned outside of the classroom. The Youth Center
is created so children have an environment outside of school and housing for them
to socialize and be a part of their own little community/family. This space provides
a visitors center, art studios, mini theatre, and a living room like space for leisure.
The Youth Centre is like the heart of the community where all of the children come
together – collectiveness, communal, and interconnected.

security

Health Center

boys
girls

Offices

Locker Rooms

Gymnasium
Park

Playground

athletics + gymnasium

The athletics department for the youth is oriented at allowing a healthy
and active lifestyle. Youth have a lot of energy, and this facility will
allow them to get the exercise and sports engagement needed. The
Gymnasium is equipped with a basketball court, squash court, exercise
room, lap pool, and locker rooms. The main gymnasium is a public
space where the community and staff are able to engage in sports and
exercise programs with the youth, while also providing a more private
gymnasium strictly for the youth within the facility to use located near
their housing.

park/play/playground

The Park has both private and public areas where there are opportunities for the community and the children to engage. Out-door spaces
sponsors playfulness, meeting, leisure…
Within certain areas of the site, limited access to the private parks reserved for the orphan children only and not to the public. The park
allows for the public circulate from Grant’s Tomb, Riverside Church, or
the Manhattan School of Music, or activating the limited public spaces
within the facility such as, gymnasium, art gallery, theatre, and library.

Security:

The R.E.C. Orphanage will provide protected and private domestic environments for the children while also allowing for the existence of the
new cultural programs that can be opened to the public for cultural
activities sponsored by the orphan community. Create architecture that
interconnects the environment while also ensuring the safety of the children.
Example)
Schools and like facilities have commonly failed in integrating
community interaction as they many of the schools claim they do. They
have turned their focus inward to protect and shield their students from
the ‘outside’ world, as this is understandable. The fences and surveillance have created a strict barrier and boundary between the community and the school. In many low-income communities and neighborhoods, the school becomes like the town square, providing a gathering
communal area for people to engage and interact through school functions and activities. The school supports the neighborhoods and communities it is surrounded by.
The notion: The school as a city
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6 grants tombs = 1 sakura park
457.5 sakura parks

grant’s tomb: 100’x97’
sakura park: 200’x470’
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Sakura Park

+

Sakura Park
figure 5: aerial v ew of morningside heights neighborhoold. new york publ c l brary.

+
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Sakura Park

+

figure 6: aerial v ew of morningside heights neighborhoold. new york publ c l brary.
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Sakura Park
W 122nd St and Riverside Dr
Manhattan, NY 10027
Sakura Park = 200’x470’ = 94,000 sq. ft.
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figure 6: aerial view of sakura park.

